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Lesson 25: Solving equations using series
restart; 

Example 2: A series for an implicit function
Find the Taylor series for  about  (up to the  term), if  satisfies the equation 

 with .
Last time we saw that a version of Newton's method can be used.

eq:= (1+x)*exp(y)-y^2*exp(x) = 1 + x^2*y;

f:= unapply(lhs(eq)-rhs(eq),(x,y));

newt:= (y,n) -> convert(normal(taylor(y-f(x,y)/D[2](f)(x,y), 

x, n)),polynom);

y1 := newt(0,2);

y2 := newt(y1,4);

If  and  has a nonzero limit as , then   where

  

In other words, once you get an approximation that works to a certain order , each application 
of Newton's method will at least double the order of approximation.

y3 := newt(y2,8);

Notice that the terms in  are the same as in y2.
y4 := newt(y3, 16);
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I'll switch to using floating-point (by sticking in an evalf), because some of these coefficients are 
starting to involve rational numbers with big numerators and denominators.

y5 := newt(evalf(y4), 32);

This polynomial might not be sorted in order of the exponents.  We can use sort to fix this.
sort(y5, x, ascending);

y6:= sort(newt(evalf(y5),64), x, ascending);
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Here's an animation with polynomials of degrees up to 63, showing how well this converges to a 
solution.

with(plots):

P0:= implicitplot(f(x,y),x=-0.5 .. 0.5, y = -1 .. 2,colour=

blue):

for j from 1 to 63 do 

  frame[j]:= display([P0,plot(convert(taylor(y6,x,j+1),

polynom),x=-0.5..0.5)],title=('Degree'=j),view=[-0.5..0.5,-1.

.2])

end do:

display([seq(frame[j],j=1..63)],insequence=true);
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What's the radius of convergence?    From the pictures, I'd guess it's a bit more than 0.3.

The theoretical result is that .  

That means (in the case where R is finite and nonzero) that for every  > 0,  <  when  is

sufficiently large, but there exist arbitrarily large  with .

L := [seq([n,evalf(abs(coeff(y6,x,n))^(1/n))],n=1..63)];
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pointplot(L);
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It looks plausible (with a little imagination) that the lim sup is around 3, which would correspond to 
a radius of about 0.3. 
Here's a different (possibly better) way to do it: plot .  The idea here is that if , then 

 for some constant c, so .  Thus in this plot, every point should

be below a straight line with slope .  The radius of convergence R is  where  is the 
minimum slope such that all points are below a line of slope m.

L2 := [seq([n,evalf(ln(abs(coeff(y6,x,n))))],n=1..63)]:
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pointplot(L2);P1:= %:
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display([P1, plot([L2[1],[60,64]],colour=blue)]);
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slope:= (64-L2[1,2])/(60-L2[1,1]);

R:= exp(-slope);

By the way, here's another way to get the series.
solve(eq,y);

taylor(%,x,10);

taylor(%% - y4, x, 16);

There's something slightly fishy about this: 
where did I tell Maple that I wanted the solution with ?  
I didn't.  Now it just happens that the only real solution at  is .  But for equations that don't 
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have that property, you might not know which solution you'll get by this method.  For example, the 
next example has two solutions at :  and 

eq2:= y^2 + x*exp(y) = 1;

solve(eq2,y);

taylor(%, x, 10);

I get the solution with , but I wouldn't have known this ahead of time.  If I want the 
solution with , I could put an extra argument on the RootOf that says what the solution 
should be at .

taylor(RootOf(exp(_Z)*x + _Z^2 - 1, 1), x, 10);

From series to function
So far we've had a function and wanted to know its Taylor series.  Now suppose you know the series 
but you want to identify the function.  Maple might be able to do it with sum, if you know a formula 
for the coefficients.

sum(k/(k+1)*x^k,k=0..infinity);

It's pretty good at doing sums.
sum(((1+k)!)^2/(1+2*k)!*x^k, k=0..infinity);

sum((2*k+1)^2/(k!)^2*x^k,k=0..infinity);

Of course, sometimes there's no "closed form" formula.
sum(x^k/(1+2^k), k=0..infinity);

But suppose you only know a finite number of terms of the series.  Is there any hope?  Theoretically,
no: the series could continue in all sorts of ways, e.g. the coefficients might all be 0 from this point 
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on.  But Maple might be able to "guess" how it continues.  The appropriate function is guessgf in the
gfun package.  Here's a list of numbers.

L := [1/2,1/4,1/6,1/8,1/10];

What's a likely function whose Maclaurin series is ?

with(gfun):

guessgf(L,x,[ogf]);

taylor(%[1],x,20);

convert(%%[1],FormalPowerSeries,x);

That was easy.  Here's one that's not quite so obvious.
guessgf([1,2,4,7,11,16,22],x,[ogf]);

taylor(%[1],x,8);

convert(%%[1],FormalPowerSeries,x);

The ogf stands for "ordinary generating function".  A function  is the ordinary generating 
function of the sequence  if that sequence is the sequence of Maclaurin series 

coefficients of , i.e. 

There's also egf or "exponential generating function", for a function whose coefficients are , 

, , ....  That's not as useful for us here.

Also in the package is listtoalgeq, which would find a polynomial equation in  and  satisfied when 
 is the series with coefficients given by the list.  It wouldn't work for our first implicit example, 

because the equation there involved exponentials.  But try this one:
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 with 
f := (x,y) -> x^2*y - x*y^3 + y - 1;

Note that .  I'll use the Newton's method trick to find the Taylor series of the solution 
 about , then see if listtoalgeq will find the equation that  satisfies.
newt:= (y,n) -> convert(normal(taylor(y-f(x,y)/D[2](f)(x,y), 

x=0, n)),polynom);

Y[0] := 1;

for j from 1 to 5 do 

  Y[j] := newt(Y[j-1],2^j)

end do; 

Can Maple take the list of coefficients and get the equation?
L := [seq(coeff(Y[5],x,j),j=0..31)];

listtoalgeq(L,y(x));
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The first element here is equivalent to our  (well, actually it's ).
%[1] + f(x,y(x)); 

expand(%);
0

convert(RootOf(f(x,y),y),FormalPowerSeries,x);

By the way, there's another interesting method of identifying a sequence of integers: the 
Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences.  For example, what about the sequence 1, 1, 3, 15, 108, 1032, 
12388, ...?
Look it up at http://www.research.att.com/~njas/sequences/index.html 

A functional equation
The Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences says the ordinary generating function of sequence A090351 
(i.e. the function whose Maclaurin series is that sequence) satisfies the equation

That's called a functional equation: an equation involving values of an unknown function at different
points.  Can we use Maple to solve it, recovering the sequence?

eq:= A(x)^3 = A(x/(1-x))^2/(1-x);

Note that for  we get
eval(eq, x=0);

so A(0) = 0 or 1.  The one we want is 1.
Aseries := unapply(1 + add(a[j]*x^j, j=1..20), x);

The fact that  when  makes it possible to substitute this series in to the equation.

eval(eq, A = Aseries);
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In the PDF version of this lesson, I'll use a colon on the next two commands, so those who print 
them out don't waste a lot of paper and ink.

taylor(lhs(%)-rhs(%),x,21):

eqs:= {seq(coeff(%,x,j),j=0..20)}:

S:= solve(eqs);

These numbers get large rather quickly.  It's not at all obvious that the radius of convergence of the 
series would be positive.

[seq([n,evalf(eval(a[n],S)^(1/n))],n=1..19)];

with(plots):

pointplot(%%);
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It looks like , so the radius of convergence is 0.

Maple objects introduced in this lesson
gfun package
guessgf (in gfun)
listtoalgeq (in gfun)


